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In October 2000, Simon Lack, Managing Director and head of e-Capital Markets, the e-commerce unit of Chase Manhattan Bank's Global Markets division, 1 reflected on how e-commerce was redefining investment banking. Traditionally, investment banks had not charged for services such as research, sales advice, and clearing trades. Instead they had recovered the costs of these services through high margins on their transaction prices. Lack noted that this revenue model was threatened:
What will start to happen as price transparency takes effect is that the transaction margin will get forced down. We will need to look at each piece of the value proposition to say, well, are Like Market Axess, ChaseFX changed the relationship between the salesperson and customers. As Chase provided information to customers via the Internet, the role of the salesperson changed from being someone who executed a trade on the customer's behalf to someone who provided advice and pointed the customer to helpful information and analytic tools on Chase websites.
ChaseFX met the demands of Chase customers who wanted to bundle a foreign exchange transaction with other Chase transactions and services, but it did not address the needs of those customers who were most interested in low-cost execution. Accordingly, Chase had entered into an alliance with the other two FX market leaders, Citibank and Deutsche Bank, to create a multi-dealer platform called Atriax. 7 Atriax, which would be released in the third quarter of 2001, would allow an investor to specify five dealers when entering a request for a foreign exchange trade. The investor could then choose from among the five prices. Lack noted that by improving price transparency, Atriax, like other multi-dealer systems, would reduce profit margins. Banks would try to compensate with greater volume and more efficient distribution.
Implementing Efficiency Strategy-Chase Bond
Many efficiency-oriented e-commerce initiatives were targeted at cost savings, such as those that put market data on the web to minimize the cost of fax and mail. Others, however, had strategic impacts beyond those of cost savings alone. Chase Bond was an example of the latter type of efficiency initiative.
Chase Bond was the firm's online origination platform for fixed income products. Typically, companies entered debt instruments into the market by working closely with an underwriter at a firm like Chase. Together, the underwriter and the issuer's representative would decide how much debt to issue at what yield, making judgments as to what would sell. During the auction process, the underwriter would control how much information to provide to investors and interpret investor behavior for the issuer. This permitted the issuer to change direction in response to market interest.
The Internet offered the opportunity to make the whole process more transparent, and Chase teamed with several competitors to develop a platform to hook up buyers and sellers and let everyone see the outstanding bids. Issuers were excited about this new product because they no longer had to rely on qualitative feedback from underwriters. They could gauge demand more accurately and have more control over the process. Investors, however, were generally nonplused: Global Markets management learned that the majority of its investors felt that for new issues they received preferential treatment from their salesperson. As a result, online trading was meeting with greater success in secondary trading than in issuance.
E-commerce Governance
Global Markets' integrated approach to ecommerce meant that ideas for e-commerce initiatives would be generated within five different business units as well as within e-Capital Markets.
But because e-Capital Markets had limited resources for implementing new applications and because senior management wanted to focus those resources on the most strategically important initiatives, Global Markets developed a governance structure that assigned responsibility for both strategy and execution throughout Global Markets(see Exhibit 2). Second, the PMO required that all possible stakeholders read the project summary and sign an Impact Notification Form. Stakeholders might include risk management, legal, hardware support, customer care, audit, security, and other groups throughout the bank. In signing the Impact Notification Form, each group notified the PMO of potential issues related to their area so that the PMO could involve appropriate persons at the proper time and also ensure that key issues were identified at the outset of the project.
Third, weekly systems meetings became the tool by which project management issues could be identified and resolved in a timely manner. Although systems meetings had long been a practice at Chase, e-commerce systems meetings recognized the wide reach of e-commerce initiatives and brought in stakeholders from both business and technology, whether local or remote. When an issue was raised at one of the meetings, the stakeholders around that issue were required to report on how it was resolved at the next meeting. Simon Lack headed up these meetings, even if he had to call in from the road. E-Capital Markets managers felt that the meetings were valuable both for overcoming polit ical barriers that might delay the launch of a product or service and for facilitating communication across Chase: As a result of the Manufacturers Hanover and Chemical Bank mergers and a culture of addressing local, rather than corporate-wide needs, Chase Global Markets' IT infrastructure consisted of a proliferation of IT platforms, products, and tools. IT executives were concerned about the potential points of failure that had resulted from patching systems together. In the mid-1990s, IT management had started to build a common infrastructure, focusing first on the messaging and security architectures. Nonetheless, in 1999, Chase's infrastructure was not capable of the straightthrough processing that Chase management felt was essential for effective e-commerce practices: Early standardization efforts had convinced both IT and business executives that a common, shared infrastructure not only provided a more reliable platform for e-commerce, but also a more costeffective IT environment. Both IT and business executives pushed for an increasingly standard and shared infrastructure. For example, business units found that clients were increasingly buying across business unit lines, but their multiple customer call tracking systems did not permit them to share customer data. As a result, the four main business lines started working together to build a common client tracking and sales management system using Siebel's customer relationship management product. In other cases, systems developers responded to a single business unit need by building individual systems in accordance with an IT architecture.
Because of the way e-commerce works-it
A multi-level governance process supported architecture standards. The technology governance board, which was chaired by the Global Markets CIO and included Global Markets' senior technology and operations heads, established technology strategy. This strategy was enacted by a senior architects' steering committee, which was comprised of approximately forty senior technology managers. This group met every six to eight weeks to identif y opportunities to leverage shared infrastructure as well as shared applications capabilities. IT architects also performed architecture reviews of every new project to ensure that standard technologies were used whenever possible: 
Organizational Change
Even as they tried to sort out emerging business models, Global Markets management faced the task of helping 5,000 employees deal with the rapid pace of change that e-commerce had already introduced. Management credited the 90-day delivery cycle with allowing the organization to adapt to ongoing, incremental change rather than face sudden, disruptive changes. Management noted that these smaller, constant changes were less risky than the larger systems projects that Global Markets had delivered in the past. This was because faster projects were necessarily simpler and therefore less risky technologically. Also because they put new capabilities in front of customers sooner, they received more immediate feedback from customers, thus reducing business risk. Another benefit of the constant deliverables was that they forced business managers to limit their systems requirements to those that were most essential: Ultimately, because most of e-Capital Markets' projects involved linkages to legacy systems, some projects would not be delivered in ninety days. However, the goal was helping to reinforce the changing mindset within the organization. Another mindset change involved heightened demands for process integration within Global Markets. In a large organization this meant having many touch points with other individuals in the bank. Long-term this involved fundamental shifts in how the firm operated which would continue to put pressure on the IT infrastructure: 
